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Facilitating Knowledge Creation in Multidisciplinary
Design Education
Abstract
The ability to work across disciplines is increasingly important to addressing contemporary
challenges. This article is about the facilitatory role of design practices in multidisciplinary
innovation education. It draws on 15 years of embedded research at one UK university where
design-led multidisciplinary innovation education has been taught at master’s level for that
period. This research was recently consolidated in the author’s doctoral study and the
concepts discussed here were developed through that study. The article is structured in four
main sections. Following a brief background introduction, the first section sets out the
philosophical, theoretical and pedagogic underpinnings of the Master’s program; the second
explores the program’s multidisciplinary praxis, the third presents the findings of the doctoral
study manifest as a conceptualization of multidisciplinary design synthesis which the author
has termed Co-Speculative Knowledge Venturing (C-SKV); and the fourth discusses this
phenomenon in light of threshold concept theory and knowledge creation at the intersection of
disciplinary boundaries.
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Introduction

In 2005, Sir George Cox, chair of the UK Design Council, was commissioned by former UK
Prime Minister, Gordon Brown, at that time Chancellor of the Exchequer, to explore the role
of the creative industries in driving UK productivity and economic growth. Amongst several
recommendations drawn from this review of international best practice in creativity/business
integration, was a proposal to establish centres of excellence “combining creativity,
technology and business teaching” in multidisciplinary education that would educate
generations of future leaders in the benefits and skills of working across disciplines in pursuit
of innovation1. The review spawned several initiatives to address this challenge. At
XXXXXXXXX University, the author led a £65,000 Higher Education Funding Council of
England (HEFCE) strategic fund pilot study, which demonstrated the potential of design
practices to facilitate multidisciplinary innovation learning. Based on the findings of this pilot,
1

George Cox. Cox review of creativity in business: building on the UK's strengths. TSO, 2005.
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a master’s degree initially entitled MA/MSc Multidisciplinary Design Innovation was
validated and launched in 20082. Subsequently the programme has been renamed MA/MSc
Multidisciplinary Innovation (MDI)3. Initially focused, as Cox had advocated, on the three
disciplinary fields of design, business, and technology the programme has, over-time, evolved
to rely more heavily on the influence of design and business teaching, augmented, ad-hoc, by
external partners supporting understanding of project-relevant nascent technologies. Whilst
typically attracting students with first degrees in design, technology or business, the
programme is in no way limited to students with these backgrounds and thrives on the
diversity of a much broader disciplinary mix.
This article explores the facilitatory role of design in knowledge creation in this
educational context. The first section sets out the philosophical, theoretical and pedagogic
underpinnings of the Master’s program; the second explores the program’s multidisciplinary
praxis, the third presents the findings of the doctoral study manifest as a conceptualization of
multidisciplinary design synthesis which the author has termed Co-Speculative Knowledge
Venturing (C-SKV); and the fourth discusses this phenomenon in light of threshold concept
theory and knowledge creation at the intersection of disciplinary boundaries.

Methodology

This article develops concepts explored in the author’s doctoral thesis 4. That study employed
mixed methods using a phenomenological approach where the researcher was part of the
context being studied 5 and the creator of meaning 6. A suite of the author’s prior publications
was reviewed using a reflexive, inductive thematic analysis approach.
Subsequently, in order to validate and refine the emerging phenomena presented in this
article, semi-structured interviews have also been conducted with six graduates of the MDI
programme, who continue to work within the research site. These were structured in such a
way as to allow the respondents to critique and comment on the phenomena as they were
presented in the doctoral study, in order that the author could further refine these considering
the participants’ reflections for presentation here.

Philosophical, Theoretical and Pedagogic Underpinnings of MDI

In their MDI studies, multidisciplinary teams of students learn through undertaking projects
conducted with external partner organisations whilst working with diverse stakeholders to
Author author and Neil Smith. "Safe Environments for Innovation-Developing a New Multidisciplinary Masters
Programme." In DS 62: Proceedings of E&PDE 2010, the 12th International Conference on Engineering and Product Design
Education-When Design Education and Design Research meet..., (Trondheim, Norway, 2010.)
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Author author and Nick Spencer. "The Why and How of Design-led Multidisciplinary Innovation Education: Context and
Curriculum." The International Journal of Design Education 13, no. 4 (2019): 89-109.
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Author author. Supporting knowledge creation in design-led multidisciplinary education. (University of XXXXXXXXXat
Newcastle (United Kingdom), 2021).
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Bent Flyvbjerg. "Case study." The Sage handbook of qualitative research 4 (2011): 301-316.
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address innovation challenges that matter to those organisations. These projects, the master’s
programme within which they are undertaken and the circumstances of the partnering
organisations, form the spine of the community of practice which is the research site of this
article.
MDI is not concerned with studying to be a designer, per-se, but the practice that this
study is exploring has its roots in design and is underpinned by certain fundamental principles
found in design practice and education. In order to ground this work, it is important to
position it, epistemologically, within design.
In the context of design learning Kolb and Fry 7, set out the importance of reflecting on
new experiences as part of a cycle of studio-based experiential learning. Schön8, in 1987,
presented the design process as reflection-in-action in which the designer engages in a
“reflective conversation with his materials”. He suggested that a setting designed for learning
a practice, a ‘practicum’, should be a “virtual world, relatively free of the pressures,
distractions, and risks of the real one, to which, nevertheless, it refers”. Through such
conversation the designer seeks to control certain variables in order to experiment and test out
emerging hypotheses. “He produces knowledge that is objective in the sense that he can
discover error – for example, that he has not produced the change he intended.”9 Within the
practicum, students embark on a journey to learn “the practice of the practicum” in order to
get from where they are to where they want to be. They do so through a combination of
“learning by doing”, interaction with peers, coaching from tutors and “background learning”,
which is a form of unconscious assimilation of habits, rules and procedures of the practice10.
The community of practice which hosts the MDI programme offers one such practicum
underpinned by a core, constructivist philosophy.
As might be expected with a programme of study promoting multidisciplinary practice,
MDI is influenced by multiple fields of knowledge. In an article such as this there is not space
to explore each of these in detail, nor to discuss how they interrelate. In order, therefore, to set
out simply the programme’s general orientation regarding these, Table 1, identifies guiding
positions and key voices that have informed the development of praxis within the programme.

7 David. A. Kolb and Roger Fry “Toward an applied theory of experiential learning,” in Theories of group processes, ed.
Carl L Cooper (New York: Wiley, 1975) 33–56.
8 Donald A. Schön, Educating the reflective practitioner: Toward a new design for teaching and learning in the professions.
(Jossey-Bass, 1987).
9 Ibid, 78–79
10 Ibid, 78–79
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MDI Guiding position
Role of design is to determine “what ought to be”
Constructivist ‘Learning by doing’ underpinned by reflection are
fundamental pedagogies supporting experimentation and ‘learning by
brave failure’
Multidisciplinarity is fundamental to addressing wicked problems
through design thinking
‘Designerly ways of knowing’ and doing need not be the sole preserve
of designers
Design can be as valuable in helping to interpret situations and
navigate ambiguity as it is in ‘solving’ them when addressing ‘wicked
problems’ as problem and solution co-evolve
Design’s scope of useful application can be seen to exist within an
‘expanded field’ in which designers are not the only creative actors,
but design can illuminate and unify a multitude of fields and practices
Balancing analytic mastery with intuitive originality with its focus on
the importance of ‘abductive logic’ is critical to engaging multiple
disciplines
Creative practice underpinned by facilitated reflection helps to
develop a mindset of Creative Confidence
Social construction of knowledge relies on individual accountability,
responsibility and interdependence. Coupled with reflection this
supports development of ‘designerly purpose’
As students pass through conceptual thresholds, they spend time in
liminal space as they grapple with troublesome knowledge. A safe
environment is essential to supporting such liminality

Authoritative voices
Simon, 1969
Kolb and Fry, 1975
Schön, 1987
Brown, 2009
Cross, 1982
Dorst and Cross, 2001
Rittel and Webber, 1987
Buchanan, 1992
Leerberg, 2009
Freidman, 2005
Martin, 2009
Kelley and Kelley, 2012
Bruffee, 1995
Johnson and Johnson, 1994
Meyer and Land, 2005

Table 1. Guiding positions and authoritative voices

Pedagogic orientation

MDI is founded on a constructivist approach which borrows from cooperative 11,
collaborative 12 and problem-based pedagogies 13. It draws on signature pedagogies 14 of
design 15 specifically ‘The Studio’; ‘Projects and Briefs’; ‘Materiality’; ‘Dialogue’ and ‘The
Crit’. It is also informed by signature pedagogies of business leadership studies which favour
discursive, dialogic, project-based and reflective approaches 16. Further, it is influenced by
entrepreneurship and enterprise education which supports development of entrepreneurial
David W., Johnson and Roger T. Johnson. "Structuring academic controversy." Handbook of cooperative learning
methods (1994): 66-81.

11

12
Kenneth A. Bruffee, "Sharing our toys: Cooperative learning versus collaborative learning." Change: The Magazine of
Higher Learning 27, no. 1 (1995): 12-18.

Neil Davidson, and Claire Howell Major. "Boundary crossings: Cooperative learning, collaborative learning, and problembased learning." Journal on excellence in college teaching 25 (2014).

13

14

Lee S. Shulman, "Signature pedagogies in the professions." Daedalus 134, no. 3 (2005): 52-59.

Alison Shreeve, “Signature Pedagogies in Design”, in Design Pedagogy: Developments in Art and Design Education, ed.
Michael Tovey (London: Routledge, 2015) 83–94.

15

Daniel M. Jenkins, "Exploring Signature Pedagogies in Undergraduate Leadership Education." Journal of Leadership
Education 11, no. 1 (2012).

16
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agency 17 akin to self-efficacy 18 through a combination of pedagogic (educator-directed),
andragogic (student self-directed) and heutagogic (student-negotiated) approaches 19.
The philosophies of John Dewey, who “believed that learning should be active and
collaborative where students drive their own discovery” 20 lay the foundations for the theory
of communities of practice21. These are collaborative learning environments in which
practitioners “develop a shared repertoire of resources: experiences, stories, tools, ways of
addressing recurring problems – in short a shared practice” 22. Schön 23 describes a practicum
as “a setting designed for the task of learning a practice”. MDI was designed to provide such a
setting, described by Bailey and Smith24 as a “safe environment for innovation” akin to Carl
Rogers’ student-centered ideal classroom environments. These were described as
“emotionally warm, supportive environments in which [tutors] worked collaboratively with
their students to achieve mutual goals” 25. The safety offered by this environment, supports
transformative learning 26 in which students learn collaboratively through critically reflective
discourse transforming their individual and collective assumptions and frames of reference in
any given project situation and in their professional development.

Theoretical Lens: Design as the Art of Creative Compromise

Within the multidisciplinary learning environment, different perspectives on any given project
situation are encouraged – they are fundamental to the value inherent in multidisciplinarity,
but they also represent potential points of tension within the group. Design is very good at
reducing this tension through synthesizing various points of view into articulations of
alternative futures which can act as vehicles for informed discussion, debate and decision
making.

Colin Jones, "A signature pedagogy for entrepreneurship education." Journal of Small Business and Enterprise
Development (2018).

17

Albert Bandura and Forest J. Jourden. "Self-regulatory mechanisms governing the impact of social comparison on
complex decision making." Journal of personality and social psychology 60, no. 6 (1991): 941.
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Colin Jones, Kathryn Penaluna, and Andy Penaluna. "The promise of andragogy, heutagogy and academagogy to
enterprise and entrepreneurship education pedagogy." Education+ Training (2019).

19

John E. Fink, and Karen Kurotsuchi Inkelas. "A history of learning communities within American higher education." New
Directions for Student Services 2015, no. 149 (2015): 5-15.

20

21

Jean Lave, and Etienne Wenger. Situated learning: Legitimate peripheral participation. Cambridge university press, 1991.

22

Etienne Wenger-Trayner, and Beverly Wenger-Trayner. "Communities of practice: A brief introduction." (2015): 1.

Donald A. Schön, Educating the reflective practitioner: Toward a new design for teaching and learning in the professions.
(Jossey-Bass, 1987), 37.
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Author author and Neil Smith. "Safe Environments for Innovation-Developing a New Multidisciplinary Masters
Programme." In DS 62: Proceedings of E&PDE 2010, the 12th International Conference on Engineering and Product Design
Education-When Design Education and Design Research meet..., (Trondheim, Norway, 2010.)
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“Carl Rogers and the Classroom Environment”, June 16, 2021, http://www.curee.co.uk/node/4831

Jack Mezirow, "Transformative learning: Theory to practice." New directions for adult and continuing education 1997, no.
74 (1997): 5-12.
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What design is and what design does have long been the subject of design research
discourse. Designing gives both form 27 and meaning 28 to a design. Within the MDI setting,
design is used both to give form and meaning to emerging knowledge and understanding as
students explore new ideas. How we conceptualize design in this context, then, is important to
underpinning how our students can engage with and use design methods, tools and
approaches, irrespective of their disciplinary background, to aid them in bringing order to the
messy ambiguity of the project situation. To help them with this, the author describes design
as the ‘art of creative compromise’ and uses this conceptualization as a reference point when
students become stuck or are wrestling with tensions of competing perspectives.
Richard Buchannan 29 suggested that “Problem solution is a synthetic sequence in which
the various requirements are combined and balanced against each other...”. Whilst the author
agrees with the proposition here, he prefers to use different language in the setting of MDI.
Here we seek to avoid use of the words ‘problem’ and ‘solution’, preferring ‘situation’ and
‘opportunities’30 which more accurately represent the multiplicity of ‘problems’ and potential
‘solution’ opportunities that exist within any given complex situation where design may be
effectively employed. Implicit in this is scope to explore the situation with an open mind and
responsibility to make conscious decisions about which opportunities to pursue. This way of
viewing design underlines the fact that there can be multiple alternatives and that these need
only be seen as temporary constructs rather than permanent ‘solutions’.
As design is deployed to address increasingly complex situations, multiple sources of
knowledge and expertise contribute to the creation of new opportunities and the designer must
balance these against the various requirements by which the output will be judged, and
artfully arrange them in a creative and appealing manner in order that they find acceptance.
Within our setting comprising both designers and ‘non-designers’, representing design as
the art of creative compromise is helpful because this conceptualization reinforces our
recognition that there is no single, definitive response to a project situation, and that we need
to make considered judgements about which requirements to prioritize when making design
decisions. The outputs of such decision-making (designs) are a tangible manifestation of the
knowledge involved in making those decisions. The degree of their acceptance in the world is
validation (or otherwise) of the quality of judgement resident in their creation. Whatever form
the designed output takes, it is a manifestation of synthesized knowledge crystallized as a
version of reality for the moment of its completion. Furthermore, that synthesized knowledge
is a crystallization of the multiple compromises, creatively made in the artistry of reaching
that temporary reality.
To illustrate this, consider, first, the artisan craftsperson creating a wooden chopping
board. Every decision that they make regarding the selection of timber, the direction of the
27

Christopher Alexander. Notes on the Synthesis of Form. Vol. 5. (Harvard University Press, 1964).

28
Roberto Verganti. Design driven innovation: changing the rules of competition by radically innovating what things mean.
(Harvard Business Press, 2009).
29

Richard Buchanan. "Wicked problems in design thinking." Design issues 8, no. 2 (1992): 15

30
Author author, Emmanouil Chatzakis, Nicholas Spencer, Kate Lampitt Adey, Nate Sterling, and Neil Smith. "A design-led
approach to transforming wicked problems into design situations and opportunities." Journal of Design, Business &
Society 5, no. 1 (2019): 95.
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grain, its size, shape and finish and the decoration applied to it are all weighed against one
another and synthesized into the final piece. Inherent in this manifestation are the designer’s
decisions about the form and meaning of this piece and which characteristics they chose to
prioritize. For the individual designer working alone, many of these decisions seem innate,
born out of tacit knowledge and long experience, but each experimental deviation from a tried
and tested formula, also represents an opportunity to learn; to gain the objective knowledge to
which Schön referred31.
Now let us consider the more complex design of a pen. It is easy to recognize the
multiple disciplinary contributions required to ensure that the pen is a suitable size and weight
to hold; that the ink runs smoothly without leaking or drying up; that it complies with all
relevant legislation; that it is aesthetically appealing; that it can be manufactured in suitable
numbers and sold at a suitable price for its intended market etc. The relative weighting placed
on each of these criteria has a manifest impact on the outcome of designing. This is why
both the Mont Blanc Meisterstück, and BIC Cristal can be so very different and yet both seen
as class-leading pens delivering essentially the same affordance to the user, the wherewithal
to make marks, whilst simultaneously conveying very different meanings. In this case, the
knowledge needed to make many of the necessary design decisions required to arrive at the
desired outcome needs to be explicit and shared.
In relative terms, the design of a pen is far from complex, but it serves to illustrate the
point. The range and diversity of stakeholder voices, and their requirements, increases as
design has influence in an expanded field32, 33, 34. Consequently, in these settings the
compromises between the various criteria are often informed by knowledge coming from
widely diverse disciplines other than design but facilitated, synthesized and given form and
meaning by design.
By virtue of the fact that most designs offer new solutions to existing problems, or
present new solutions to newly defined problems, the author suggests that the compromises
crystallized in designs, can be viewed as new knowledge created at the intersection of the
various disciplinary boundaries where they are formed.

MDI Praxis

To gain a clearer understanding of what happens in these project settings, let us consider how
the typical MDI project is conducted. It is important to note that this is a generalized model of
the typical project, rather than a prescriptive, formulaic approach that must be adhered to. Fig.
1 presents this generalized project model in which the project progresses through a series of
phases with clear objectives and outcomes recognized as points of articulation, moments
when student teams are required to temporarily concretize their thinking so that it can be
shared with the wider project community (client sponsor, academic staff, peers etc.) in the
31
Donald A. Schön, Educating the reflective practitioner: Toward a new design for teaching and learning in the professions.
(Jossey-Bass, 1987).
32
Kenneth Friedman, “The extended design concept”, Humanities Magazine 3, (2005): 4.
33

Malene Leerberg. "Design in the expanded field: rethinking contemporary design." Nordes 3 (2009).

Kees Dorst. "Frame creation and design in the expanded field." She Ji: The journal of design, economics, and
innovation 1, no. 1 (2015): 22.

34
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form of a crit. However, whilst the project progresses through these phases, we encourage
parallel lines of action that run throughout evolving in an iterative way. In each project phase,
there are efforts to: find out about the project situation through different stakeholder and
disciplinary lenses; form value positions by understanding how the situation is seen and might
be seen; explore potential opportunity proposals; and create materials that communicate
thinking and promote engaged dialogue and contribution to the project.

Figure 1. A representation of typical MDI project (Source: Nick Spencer, 2016 (unpublished))

Each phase is highly iterative, and students will pool their collective knowledge and ideas
across each of the lines of action as they progress through the phases. This model builds very
much on the dynamics of emergence; “the creation of a new system or entity, with capabilities
that go far beyond the combined capabilities of its agents” 35 As the project progresses and the
students find out more about the situation and start to form positions and explore
opportunities, they bring order to the ambiguity and complexity of the situation. Through
cycles of iterative generation and synthesis, they are able to create “higher order novelty
result[ing] from the interaction of lower order parts” 36.
As an example, let us consider a project from 2014, where students were exploring issues
associated with social justice and parking regulation enforcement; a complex,
multidimensional project involving multiple and diverse stakeholders. A team comprising
Claudine Kearney, and Benyamin Lichtenstein. "Generative Emergence: Exploring the Dynamics of Innovation and
Change in High‐Potential Start‐Up Ventures." British Journal of Management (2022).

35

Manuela Aguirre, Natalia Agudelo, and Jonathan Romm. "Design facilitation as emerging practice: Analyzing how
designers support multi-stakeholder co-creation." She Ji: The Journal of Design, Economics, and Innovation 3, no. 3 (2017):
198

36
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four students; a product designer from the UK, an Indonesian graphic designer, a Malaysian
computer science and business graduate; and a business and marketing graduate from the UK
led this project. They were able to draw upon the wider cohort of around twenty students who
brought even greater cultural and disciplinary diversity to the group. The project broadly
followed the model set out previously, progressing through the five phases as parallel lines of
action developed.
The very start of such a project involves a lot of pooling of knowledge and ideas about
the project challenge. In this case, facilitated by the core project team, each student brought to
bear their individual knowledge and experience as motorists (or passengers); as pedestrians;
as residents and citizens. Many were able to consider these experiences from a dual
perspective having grown-up in one country but now living in a different one. Students
contributing to this pool of shared knowledge and experience had witnessed widely varying
attitudes to traffic regulation (and adherence) across the globe, from highly regulated
countries to those with a rather more laissez-faire attitude to motoring. In addition, they also
brought what the author describes as their different ‘disciplinary upbringings’ - the
combination of formal and informal learning within a particular field which contributes to
discipline-specific epistemologies.
This initial pooling even though undertaken before any formal research was conducted,
inevitably generated a mass of potentially useful data. However, with its creation the core
team was confronted by a cloud of ambiguity, pieces of a jig-saw puzzle that didn’t fit
together, fragments of partially formed ideas, conflicting perspectives and insights drawn
from different points of view. As the project progressed, primary and secondary research
activities contributed more, and more detailed, data, which didn’t, necessarily, bring clarity to
the situation – indeed they made it more complex. Here, the role of design as the art of
creative compromise was helpful in offering a risk-free framework within which multiple
alternatives could be consciously constructed placing emphasis on different criteria. These
were subsequently evaluated, built on, combined or rejected with each acting as a catalyst for
further enquiry. None was seen as too precious to adapt or dismiss as none was viewed as
permanent.

Findings - The Concept of Co-Speculative Knowledge Venturing

The study identified a phenomenon within MDI praxis that takes advantage of the knowledge,
skills and expertise resident within each multidisciplinary project situation and the synthetic
properties of design as creative compromise to enable the team to navigate a cloud of
ambiguity in order to generate form and meaning manifest as designed opportunities for the
external partner.
This phenomenon is presented as Co-speculative Knowledge Venturing, C-SKV.
The concept is based on the collaborative use of generative methods and approaches to
explore collective, but incomplete, knowledge in a project situation. C-SKV relies on the
notion that new knowledge-creation and understanding are achieved at the intersection of
disciplinary knowledge and practice boundaries and that such knowledge can be deployed in
order to explore and evaluate possible futures. This is helpful in navigating the ambiguity of
defining and co-responding to wicked problems. This knowledge-creation is dependent upon
project participants developing the creative confidence to venture heuristics, conceptual ‘rules
9

of thumb’37, within the group. This creative confidence is established and grows through
repetition within a ‘safe environment’, e.g., the MDI practicum. C-SKV (Table 2) is the group
act of design at the core of the multidisciplinary idea generation that forms the basis of the
project direction and establishes the frames within which the project situation will be
explored. The group speculates about combinations of knowledge and ventures suggestions
about possible futures based on these combinations. In doing so they are practicing creative
compromise. The approach relies, predominantly, upon verbalization and the use of
questioning but may involve other forms of externalizing, such as sketching, storytelling, lowfi prototyping (rapid representations of physical artefacts and communications such as fauxadvertisements, posters, business-plans, simulations of websites, apps etc.) to help members
of the group understand ‘tricky’ concepts. This group speculation of new knowledge
combinations, and venturing about what they mean for potential futures, forms the basis of
synthetic, constructive, creative compromise as the group seeks to frame and re-frame
questions at the heart of the project situation based on emerging understanding. Eventually,
through iteration, they arrive at a mutually agreeable direction for the project. This becomes
the multidisciplinary project creative brief and establishes a bridge between what the project
team knows now and what they can imagine for the future.
Co-Speculative Knowledge Venturing, C-SKV
Co-llaborate:

‘To work jointly with others or together especially in an intellectual endeavour’

Speculate:

‘To meditate on or ponder a subject; to assume a business risk in hope of gain;
to take to be true on the basis of insufficient evidence’

Knowledge:

‘The sum of what is known: the body of truth, information, and principles
acquired by humankind’

Venture:

‘To proceed especially in the face of danger; to offer an opinion, idea,
suggestion etc. at the risk of rebuff, rejection, or censure’

Table 2. Co-Speculative Knowledge Venturing (definitions: Lexico.com, 2020)

C-SKV involves the group sharing their tacit knowledge of the situation, positing initial
thoughts and ideas and highlighting things that they don’t know, but think may be important.
If we consider once more our parking and social justice project, in their very first activities,
before conducting any formal research, the students speculated about opportunities relating to
payment; new technology applications; education programs; signage; social media and
perceptions of the role of the enforcement officer. Refining their thinking through initial
research and, crucially, rapid iterative development of ideas associated with each theme, they
were able to reach a consensus that the focus of their project should be to redesign the job role
of the enforcement officer. The eventual outcome of this project (which won a national
Roger L. Martin. The design of business: Why design thinking is the next competitive advantage. (Harvard Business Press,
2009).
37
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parking industry innovation award in 201438) was a comprehensive program for completely
reorienting the position of enforcement to that of supporting citizens with their parking (and
other traffic-related) challenges. Reframing the project as an opportunity to change the
relationship between citizens and enforcement officers consolidated the project’s purpose. Redesigning the job role (and creating the associated paraphernalia) provided the bridge that
allowed the students to move from the sea of ambiguity to addressing a manageable, yet still
complex, project situation the output of which helped to shift the mindset and understanding
of key industry stakeholders.
It is important to note that whilst C-SKV plays its most important role in the earlier
stages of project definition and direction-setting, the mindset that it establishes and the
practice itself cab be repeatedly used throughout a project whenever emerging possibilities
require exploration and clarification. There is not a formalized structure to C-SKV, nor a
prescribed timescale or method- these things are determined by the needs of the situation and
the speculative knowledge that is forthcoming – it is emergent.
The role of tutor as facilitator
Within the practicum the role of the tutor is critical in helping students become more
accepting of ambiguity by framing and re-framing complex situations 39 40. Through
facilitated collaboration in mixed-discipline groups exploring multiple innovation
opportunities arising from this tutor-supported C-SKV, the development of individual and
collective Creative Confidence 41 is nurtured.
Questioning is a principal enabler within the practicum 42. Questions within a project
context are typically derived from Simon Sinek’s ‘golden circles’ concept in which he
suggests that great leaders inspire action through focusing, not on the solution; ‘the what’, nor
on the means; ‘the how’; but on ‘the why’ – the purpose of the venture 43. This simple device
is joined by the question most often asked within the practicum; “what if?”. De Bono’s
‘provocations’ 44 are akin to the “what-if?” questions discussed here; used to move the mind
to an unlikely, or hitherto unconsidered, place. “A provocation usually tries to be
“unreasonable” in order to jerk our thinking out of its usual channels”. If a useful idea springs
38
Parking Review. “British Parking Awards Celebrate Inspired Thinking”. Accessed May 18,
2022. https://www.transportxtra.com/publications/parking-review/news/37329/british-parking-awards-celebrate-inspiredthinking/.

Kees Dorst, and Nigel Cross. "Creativity in the design process: co-evolution of problem–solution." Design studies 22, no.
5 (2001): 425
39

Kees Dorst. "Frame creation and design in the expanded field." She Ji: The journal of design, economics, and
innovation 1, no. 1 (2015): 22-33.

40

41

Tom Kelley and David Kelley. Creative confidence: Unleashing the creative potential within us all. (Currency, 2013).

42
Author author, Emmanouil Chatzakis, Nicholas Spencer, Kate Lampitt Adey, Nate Sterling, and Neil Smith. "A design-led
approach to transforming wicked problems into design situations and opportunities." Journal of Design, Business &
Society 5, no. 1 (2019): 95
43

Simon Sinek. Start with why: How great leaders inspire everyone to take action. (Penguin, 2009).

Edward De Bono. Serious creativity: How to be creative under pressure and turn ideas into action. (Random House,
2015).
44
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from this, it can be retro-justified as “Hindsight justification of an idea is every bit as valid as
any other form of justification” 45.
Kimbell 46 describes designers as cultural interpreters who “ask “what if?” questions to
imagine future scenarios rather than accepting the way things are done now.” In MDI, ‘tutors’
take on the role of facilitators, coaches and mentors. A tutor’s “what if?” question is generally
followed by analogy – “what if it were like this... or this...?” Adopting this speculative stance,
the asker is adopting a non-hierarchical and collaborative attitude. For many, venturing an
idea is to make oneself vulnerable, to open-up the risk of rejection or ridicule. When the asker
is the tutor, therefore, a levelling takes place that helps boost the confidence of the students,
who are struggling with the situation, because they can see that it is also troublesome to the
experienced tutor.
C-SKV can be seen as the means by which students, guided by tutors acting in the role of
design facilitator, travel through a project tentatively venturing heuristics and building upon
each other’s ideas as they create new knowledge about, and for, the project situation. “What
if?” questioning is recognized as key to helping them to explore through the why, how and
what of the project.

Figure 2: Visualisation of praxis at project level

Figure 2 illustrates how this praxis works at a project-level. Fundamental philosophical
and theoretical positions (see Table 1), together with a suite of established methods and tools
provide a platform upon which a project is built. Students collaborate to address the cloud of
45
46
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ambiguity represented by the project’s complex situation. They employ iterative cycles of CSKV, which are facilitated by tutor guidance about the appropriate combinations of methods
and tools to consider using and cycles of “what if?” questioning to aid them in determining
the why, how and what of the project situation. Further, the tutors employ Design Listening 47
to listen-out for the emergence of fragile ideas and new possibilities. Multiple opportunities
are simultaneously created, and these are considered in relation to the nature of strategic value
that they represent to the partnering organization. Knowledge generated through the creation
of multiple opportunities and the understanding that these enable is synthesized in relation to
the potential value to the organization. This synthesized knowledge is presented to partner
organizations as opportunities and recommendations.
Figure 3 represents how repeated cycles of this practice, with different partners and
project situations, contribute to a creative self-discovery for the individual learner. Through
facilitated cycles of reflection, students develop a self-awareness about what they do (and can
do), how they do it and why this matters (to them and others). This developing awareness of
what they can do is fundamental to developing self-efficacy and, therefore, to enhancing
creative confidence (and, indeed, entrepreneurial agency).

Figure 3: Development of creative confidence and designerly purpose through project repetitions

Discussion: Multidisciplinary Design Facilitating Knowledge Creation

When discussing the role of design and designers in the context of these multidisciplinary
teams of learners, it is important to remember that the students with prior design education
and experience in this setting are still novices when it comes to multidisciplinary practices.
Collectively, the whole cohort are on a journey to discover how design aids in synthesizing
different practices and epistemic approaches to bring about positive change in complex
situations.
As previously noted, MDI comprises students with prior experience of design studies and
those without such experience. Nonetheless, within the program, they are all seeking to
deploy their knowledge and skills to help to design better futures. Inherent in this pursuit is a
lot of time spent dealing with the ambiguity and liminality of unresolved, uncertain and
Justine Carrion-Weiss, Author author, and Nick Spencer. "Design Listening: what designers hear and how they respond."
(2021). In press.
47
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incomplete knowledge. In anthropology, liminality refers to the ambiguous state in ‘rites of
passage’ through which an individual will pass as they transition from one state to another; a
situation in which they have cast-off one identity but, as yet, not assumed another 48 49. In
their pursuit of improved states, designers adopt a constructivist epistemology, building and
re-building alternative realities and continually interpreting the world around them whilst
learning from their endeavors to make sense of it. They do this by materializing their insights,
ideas and concepts as prototypes (or knowledge probes) through which to explore and test the
responses of others to their material hypotheses.
In so doing they regularly encounter a form of liminality. In line with Catherine Fosnot’s
conception that knowledge is "temporary, developmental, nonobjective, internally
constructed, and socially and culturally mediated" 50 designers view knowledge constructed
through design as temporary and developmental.
Thus, whether a design is a finished thing in the market, or an early-stage materialization
of possibilities, one can consider a design as an embodiment of knowledge which is subject to
evaluation, review and scrutiny. In an educational context, and particularly in creativity in the
early stages of a project, it can be helpful to reinforce the impermanence of a design (the
result of creative compromise) by focusing on its temporal benefit as a knowledge probe.
Through repetition, designers learn to be comfortable with, or at least tolerate, ambiguity
and they develop a creative confidence that allows them to venture into previously unseen
situations ready to create new knowledge, understanding and meaning in them. However,
designers do not possess all of the knowledge and skills required to address the increasingly
complex, ill-defined and dynamic situations, dubbed ‘wicked problems’51 52 of contemporary
life.
Within the expanding field of design’s influence, relevant stakeholders who have
valuable contributions to make may not be so familiar or comfortable with the ambiguity
inherent in research, design and development cycles, and yet they can be the source of critical
insights and criteria that must be addressed in the creative compromise of a design situation.
Design can offer facilitating approaches in mediating stakeholder involvement to establish
creative compromise. The author’s model of C-SKV offers such an approach within the
educational setting where the highly multidisciplinary student body; representatives of the
partnering organization and their customers; tutors; and other researchers, may all be
stakeholders in the project situation.
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Threshold Understanding in C-SKV
Threshold Concept theory focuses on making extant knowledge, pertinent to the study of
a given subject, accessible and understandable for learners. Meyer and Land 53 propose that,
“in certain disciplines there are ‘conceptual gateways’ that lead to previously inaccessible,
and initially perhaps ‘troublesome’, ways of thinking about something”. They termed these
‘Threshold Concepts’ and initially characterized them as Transformative; Irreversible;
Integrative and Troublesome. Osmond, Bull and Tovey 54 explain that passing through the
‘knowledge portal’ involves entering into a state of liminality. “[W]hilst students are trying to
grasp a threshold concept, they experience a sense of uncomfortable intermediacy, while they
struggle for understanding, and this struggle can involve identity shifts”. Lam et al55 reinforce
the relevance of the liminal space to design practice: “Co-design can be seen as a practice that
guides people, especially those not trained in design, through different stages of liminality”
and they highlight co-design, a practice of engaging ‘non-designers’ in designerly activity, as
supportive within the liminal space.
Transitioning through liminal space in the acquisition of extant knowledge typical of
threshold concepts within mono-disciplines is well defined in the literature 56 57 58 59 60.
Baillie, Bowden and Meyer 61 expand on Threshold Concepts and consider Threshold
Capabilities which position such knowledge within the disciplinary context of given
professions. They define these as, “those capabilities that are in fact threshold to professional
learning in a defined area of knowledge” and the capability, underpinned by the threshold
knowledge, to be “able to explore the consequences [of newly acquired knowledge] in new
situations” relevant to the field. This builds on Meyer and Land’s theory that passing through
certain knowledge portals may equip learners for given professions by enabling them to think
like (for example) an engineer.
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Knowledge domain

Whilst there is some limited literature that explores Threshold Concepts and Capabilities
in relation to design studies, there appears to be no exploration of these concepts within the
realm of multidisciplinary design-led innovation. This is a feature of extant literature being
predominantly concerned with modelling design practice, and to a lesser extent, individual
design experience, rather than the experience of different disciplines in a team-based design
innovation context.
Using C-SKV the author suggests that there are three domains within which students
advance knowledge (Table 3). Given the multidisciplinary nature of the project team, it is
entirely likely that, at any one moment in time, members of the team will be grappling with
troublesome knowledge in any one, or more, of these knowledge domains.
Extant knowledge

New knowledge

1. Knowledge for and
about the project
situation

Pre-existing or established
information and insights derived
from primary and secondary
research

New understanding and
representation of the project
situation (re-framing)
Ideas, insights, concepts and
proposals

2. Knowledge about
the methods and tools
employed in the
project

Existing practices, methods and
tools (typically of design and
business) employed in research,
analysis, synthesis and creation

Adapted, hybrid or new practices,
methods and tools to be employed
in research, analysis, synthesis and
creation

3. Knowledge about
self – what the
individual has learned
through the course of
the project, understood
through reflection

Knowledge of personal hard and
soft-skill development
Knowledge of known knowledge
(i.e., ‘what I know’) and gaps in
knowledge

About personal identity, values,
ethical stance and designerly
purpose
About self in relation to others

Table 3. C-SKV knowledge domains (author)

Edges of knowing and liminality
Berger 62 suggests that for individual learners the edge of knowing is the “most precarious and important - transformative space”. Within C-SKV, teams of students are confronted by
ambiguity and are heavily reliant on their disciplinary upbringing to help them navigate this.
The nature of the multidisciplinary make-up of the team dictates that students will find
different aspects of requisite knowledge for the project situation troublesome at different
times and to different degrees. Again, referring to our parking and social justice example, the
business students involved in the project had no difficulties in understanding the existing
business models behind the funding of different schemes, but had to introduce their non-

Jennifer G. Berger. "Dancing on the threshold of meaning: Recognizing and understanding the growing edge." Journal of
Transformative Education 2, no. 4 (2004): 338.
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business peers to the use of business-model canvases and other such tools to help them
establish a minimum required understanding.
However, within the context of multidisciplinary education settings, whilst students will,
undoubtedly, encounter threshold concepts in extant knowledge acquisition, there is a greater
challenge; coming to terms with the liminality associated with new knowledge that is not yet
known, is uncertain or incomplete. Such knowledge is contained in the yet to be fully formed
genesis of an idea, is made up of fragments of knowledge drawn from multiple disciplines and
it only really becomes certain at the moment of manifestation (as a ‘designed’ output). It is
the working material of synthetic creative compromise. Kolko 63 in discussing design
synthesis as an abductive, sensemaking process, suggests that the “activity of defining and
forging connections actively produces knowledge” but he suggests that, typically, this
synthesis is a private act carried out by designers working in isolation and he puts forward an
argument for externalizing and formalizing this process. The MDI context is very different
from the privacy that he suggests in that students are not all designers practiced in the private
‘magic’ that he describes. This is a specific benefit of the MDI practicum because it means
that students work together in synthesizing knowledge and insights from their multiple
perspectives drawing on the various thinking-styles, methods, tools, approaches of the
disciplinary upbringings represented in the group. Indeed, the MDI environment provides an
experimental space for epistemic synthesis.
In defining Design Thinking, Martin64 positions constructivist, abductive thinking
alongside the more positivist deductive and inductive forms of logic. In practice we see that it
is often easier to promote these latter forms of declarative logic as robust and rigorous
(particularly outside arts and humanities disciplines). Abduction is harder to justify. Indeed, in
retro-justifying design decisions based on abduction, designers may adopt a sort of ‘falsepositivism’ where they ask the observer, temporarily, to take a given concept to be ‘true’ in
order to build a hypothesis around it. This is a tactic observed within the liminal space
occupied by students engaged in C-SKV. As they grapple simultaneously with knowledge
acquisition for and about the project situation and the methods and tools employed in
understanding and responding to it, different individuals with different disciplinary
upbringings inevitably find themselves, at different times, in the transformative space at the
edges of knowing. Experiencing this sort of asynchronous liminality, the power of the group,
with their collective focus on a co-created common purpose takes over. Peers who are
comfortable with a given concept support those who do not, yet, ‘get it’. They use a form of
prototyping grounded in “what if?” questioning to aid their peers to temporarily leapfrog the
troublesome knowledge, to move beyond the liminal space, to consider a plausible future
possibility. Within the group, this can happen multiple times with multiple different
protagonists taking the lead from their different disciplinary perspectives. The author suggests
that in a monodisciplinary or private, solo-designer setting, many opportunities may remain
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unexplored because troublesome knowledge could get in the way of the necessary conceptual
leap.
In a project, the group may make several conceptual leaps of this kind and there clearly
needs to be a critical mass of understanding and acceptance of the emerging hypotheses for
the project to maintain forward movement. The role of the prototypical plausible future is
twofold: it paints a picture that enables peers to visualize, evaluate and critique a concept and,
if it gains acceptance, it provides the basis for the students who couldn’t grasp the
underpinning knowledge with the motivation to try to understand it and an applied example of
it within the project situation to help them.

Conclusions

This article sets out concepts and theories associated with the facilitatory role of design within
the context of knowledge creation in multidisciplinary education. It suggests that such
practice-based education is well served by a practicum which is established to provide a safe
environment within which students from all disciplinary backgrounds can develop confidence
to explore fragile and part-formed ideas through an approach termed Co-Speculative
Knowledge Venturing. By focusing on the creation of knowledge and practices at disciplinary
epistemic boundaries, and treating designs as impermanent, students are given the opportunity
to adopt experimental approaches and liberated from the creativity-constraining demands of
producing ‘finished designs.
Within the aforementioned practicum, further work needs to be undertaken to understand
more about the different experiences of students with different disciplinary upbringings as
they join and venture through the program. The role and experiences of students with design
backgrounds is especially intriguing as they may perceive a greater degree of expectation on
their shoulders to lead on creativity and design execution. Additionally, although not heavily
referenced in this research, the role of design facilitation as a pedagogic device also merits
exploration. Future research shall focus on these aspects and the refinement of a supportive
framework that will further aid students in recognizing and navigating the liminality inherent
in multidisciplinary innovation learning and practice.
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